
RECYCLABLE PACKAGing

High Barrier PROPERTIES

GROWING
TOGETHER
As a pioneer of the flexible packaging 
industry, we strive for a comprehensive 
production system that monitors everything 
from project design, printing, lamination, 
and bag making. By ensuring a total
quality chain, we are able to locate and 
avoid ine�ciencies.

Since the inception of the company, we have 
cultivated a culture of quality, technological 
innovation utilizing our Japan based R&D, 
and production capability while prioritizing 
the safety of our people. 

FEATURING

VIETNAM PLANT

www.takigawa-corp.com/en

U.S. PLANT
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Flat Bottom Side Gusset BAGStand Up Pouch

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

CONVENIENCE
• Handle in the side gusset or on top
• Tear Rite™ easy open
• Stable stand up flat bottom

RECLOSABLE
• Top zip & front zip
• Easy Lock™
• Slider
• Spout
• Child Resistant zipper

TECHNICAL
• Multi-layer films
       - High barrier metallized or transparent
• Venting solution
       - Controlled air flow
       - Insect-proof    
       - Fibre Vent™ Patented system
       - Valves

MARKETING & DESIGN 
• High quality print
       - Rotogravure up to ten colors
       - Digital printing  
• Eye-catching e�ect
       - Matte coating in registration
       - Metallized
• Hanging feature 

OUR
PRODUCTS

We can make gravure prints in up to 10
colors including matte. With multiple 10-color
rotogravure printing machines, we can print
on a wide array of materials. 

3. PRINTING

Lamination is a core part of our production 
process, and is crucial in determining
product quality.

4. LAMINATION

We inspect our products using the latest
technology at each step and strive to provide 
high-quality goods that our clients can use
with confidence. 

5. INSPECTION/SLITTING

Our bag making services provide a variety of 
unique bags in numerous shapes to fit our 
clients’ needs. 

6. BAG MAKING

PRODUCTION SYSTEM

We assist in design, choosing the best
materials that suit our clients’ needs.

1. PROJECT DESIGN

We specialize in working with plastic films 
and produce high-quality, high value-added 
goods that can be customized to meet our 
clients’ needs.  

2. Film Selection


